
›	 CNC milling machines

›	 CNC cutting systems, 

tangential, oscillating

›	 Detection software system

›	 Milling bits

›	 Cutting blades
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Danmark

elsign
› German quality machines for our customers around the 

world. Machines that provide high levels of precision 
and efficiency.

› We constantly monitor the products from our suppliers 
and help optimise them.

› The system partnership between market leaders and 
CNC products meets the highest demands.

› For more than 10 years, our customers have put their 
trust in the reliable and proficient service we provide for 
our quality products.

Why elsign?
Cost-effective standard machines already facilitate high-
quality full production. In addition, efficient and knowl-
edgeable consultation and the adaptation of machines 
enable us to optimise workflows for each individual task 
and application. We accompany our customers every 
step of the way – from the first application inspections to 
configuration consultations and special developments, 
through to the final investment in a high-quality industrial 
product. Installation, training, service and availability en-
sure product quality.

We stand for expertise:
› Because we build the machines
› Because we develop the innovations
› Because we provide the service at home and abroad

our standard:
PreCise Customer orientation 
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active the world over
elsign machines are being used successfully around the 
world. The variability of the machine concept serves every 
kind of industry involved in the shaping of a wide range of 
materials. See the processing spectrum of our cutting and 
milling machines for yourself.

Efficient concepts for 
cutting, milling, engraving and 
creasing different materials

Kenya

India
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the demands of a variety of materials

from cardboard to metal
Our EasyWorker milling machines are used in a wide variety of fields, including techni-
cal products for the trades sector, advertising, and industrial applications. The materials 
which are to handle, and the techniques employed for the purpose, are correspondingly 
diverse.

EasyWorker machines with high-grade milling spindles and matching milling bits or saw 
units – in combination or singly – deliver optimum results in machining hard workpieces 
made of metal, plastic, wood and acrylics. They are also used, for example, to manufacture 
seals, insulating materials, technical plastics and mouldable materials as are often needed 
by industry.

For softer materials, such as K-Line for the manufacture of advertising displays, corrugated 
or solid board for packaging, an oscillating knife or creasing module is the best option. 
The tangential knife enables clean cutting of film material (such as high-density reflective 
sheeting or fluorescent vinyl) and flock material.

And what materials do you process? We will find the right solution to your specific needs 
in consultation with you. Or you can simply send us the workpieces you need to process 
and we will be glad to give you corresponding feedback!

3D machining 

Aluminium casings

metalworking Plastics processing

2D cutting  
in brass

Acrylics processing

Illuminated lettering 

Aluminium composite  
PVC

Aluminium

Wood

Processable materials & designs
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Cardboard / K-line

Wood processing Packaging
3D wood milling

Punching mould

Foam cutting

POS display made of 
cardboard

POS display made of 
Honeycomb Material and 
K-line

Cutting/creasing

Aluminium

Wood

Sealing 

material

Foam plastic
Foam rubber Fabric mat

Cork

Acrylic glass/PVC
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tailored ConCePts

Oscillating knife

Milling motor ATC (Automatic tool change)

Creasing wheel Tangential Cutter

V-Cutter (45°) Floating unitLineCutter

machining heads

mastermind extension unit
Milling, cutting and creasing with just a single toolhead!
The Extension Unit turns an usual ATC milling motor into a 
multifuncional allrounder: Milling, cutting, V-Cut and crea-
sing – everything is possible right now, in an easy way.

milling motorr
The right choice of milling motor is key to the quality of the 
CNC machining process. Tailored to the different applica-
tions of our machines and the materials used, we offer a 
wide range of milling spindles and high-frequency spindles. 
Continuous speed control by inverter is standard.

oscillating knife
Optimised for cutting cardboard, paper, cork, K-Line, rub-
ber etc. The motor positions the cutter on the correct 
cutting point whilst oscillating, thereby optimising the 
cutting quality. Cutting length up to max. 90 mm.

tfloating unit
Permits constant milling and engraving on irregular 
surfaces.

tangential Cutter
Guarantees the highest level of cutting precision for a 
wide range of materials. Particularly suitable for precision 
machining of high-density reflective membrane, fluores-
cent vinyl ,flock material, gasket, magnetic film.

v-Cutter
Recommended for the 45° cut of softer materials, as honey-
comb material, rubber and foam plastic.
This for our V-Cut module enables the production of e.g. pa-
ckaging, gaskets or displays.

Creasing Wheel
Crushes (creases) the cardboard so as to create a fold edge 
if the material is to be processed into a box. Different creas-
ing wheels are available for a wide variety of materials and 
corrugated board types.Fast way of changing the wheels 
without tools, through „Push-Click“ mechanism

lineCutter
Designed for fast straight cuts for soft and thicker ma-
terial. 

MasterMind Cutting and machining heads
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master mind atC system
The mastermind extension unit for productive milling, 
cutting, V-Cut and creasing.
Change your needed tools automatically: if milling bits or 
different blades - on your EasyWorker machine there will 
always be an ATC toolholder available.

 The advantages are simple:
 - higher productivity by loss of change over times
 - bigger variety of materials because of more diversity 

of usable cutting tools 
 - easy handling machinery controls the tools tangenti-

ally
 - ISO30 conform
 - individually at will expandable
 - well-engineered and user friendly
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multi-function applications
Z double head – more efficiency and flexibility
All tools tools available simultaneously without retooling 
– the double head brings supreme efficiency to working 
processes. And not only that: Optionally mounted as an 
additional unit to the milling spindle, it enables a wide 
variety of tooling combinations and makes a number of 
machining processes easier.

the combination of machining heads  
is highly versatile: 

› Packaging production
› Cutting of K-Line, cardboard, rubber, cork
› Machining of technical plastics, seals

Combination double head/milling spindle

Cutting

Creasing
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optisCout & software

recommended for:

› Tasks requiring 
camera-controlled detection

› All users needing to cut, laser or 
mill printed materials with precision contouring

› Multi-functional flat-bed machines with 
interchangeable tool heads

› All machines compatible with HPGL and G code
› All users needing to design and produce in a consistent 

working environment
› Implement both scaled and unscaled 

(e. g. membrane keypad) cutting processes

safety and PreCision
optisCout™
Modular optical detection software system for multi-
functional flat-bed machines in industrial applications for 
contour precision in digital finishing processes. Software 
supports the complete  print & cut workflow.

Key benefits:

› Enables industrial workflows
› Integrates into existing workflows
› Creation and manipulation of output data 

is possible at every stage of the workflow

CondaCam 
Condacam provides a low cost but nevertheless high 
quality software which offers due to its 24 working strate-
gies several processing possibilities.
Keyfeatures:
- Recognition of residual material 
- User-defined restriction of processing areas
- 3D Roughing for user-defined unmachined parts
- 2,5D Milling 
- 3D Finishing
-  Drilling
- CNC-Simulation
With the real-time 3D- simulation it is possible to check 
the CNC program at the end of the program generation 
through simulation.

artCam
Complex 3D software specially designed for CNC ap-
plications, automatically creating 3D models from 2D 
graphics as well as milling paths for output to machine 
tools. This software is ideal for mould making, furnishings 
and all other applications requiring 3D processing.

enroute
EnRoute is a comprehensive CAD/CAM software suite per-
mitting a variety of applications thank to its wide-ranging 
functionality (such as for advertising systems, as well as in 
woodworking, trophy engraving and 3D engraving). The 
software can also be used to plot geometric data and 
import a wide range of formats, such as DXF, SCV, EPS 
and BMP.

Printing machineServer

Manufacturer A

Print sheet

OptiSCOUT™Server

Print file

Machine grooves  ➡  Machine cuts End product

example – packaging

Designer

File

Step 1

Step 2

Manufacturer B
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MasterPro	2516

MasterPro	2513

MasterPro	2	2516

MasterPro	2	2513

MasterPro	3020
MasterPro	2	3020

Expert	3220

Master	1812

easyWorker series

High-grade CNC milling machines offering optimum 
value for money – our EasyWorker series has the right 
model whatever your needs. Whether Master, MasterPro, 
MasterPro2 or Expert – key features of all machines are reli-
ability in operation, short retooling times and automated 
workflows. All these attributes are founded on the base 
specification of our machines:

› Solid steel frame providing maximum stability and 
quality, even at high speeds

› 2-in-1 hybrid table made of aluminium or high-grade 
synthetic material, optionally usable as a T-groove table 
or with a vacuum system

› Stepper and servo motors
› EasyWorker control station with PC, monitor, keyboard, 

mouse
› Central lubrication

The detailed configuration depends on our customers' 
specific machinery requirements. From vacuum systems 
through ATC to specific machining heads and extractors 
– our in-house production means we are able to respond 
very flexibly to individual needs. As a result, customers 
get exactly the machine they need – delivered ready to 

connect up, offering a competent installed and individ-
ual training. The EasyWorker name stands for smart, easy 
working. We make our customers' lives easier by continu-
ally coming up with new developments. They include  
aids such as the elsign tool saver, mounted directly on 
the control station, to hold all the key tools. And the tool 
changer station close to the ATC linear changer, which 
avoids unnecessary moving around when changing mill-
ing tools.

Tool saver

Changer station

Need different dimensions? We will be glad to build your machine according to your wishes!

easyWorker machines

2,600

1,800

3,300

1,200
1,700 1,400

2,000
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Master	1812

The EasyWorker Master 1812 is the ideal milling machine 
for beginners, as well as for work that does not require a 
large area, such as mould making (in the car industry) and 
sealing.

The steel structure ensures a high level of stability and 
torsion resistance. The quality ball screws guarantee preci-
sion working.

The machine needs only a small amount of space, but 
permits a wide variety of applications: from cutting and 
engraving PVC, acrylics, wood and metal with a milling 
motor, through to processing rubber and cardboard with 
the oscillating knife.

Technical data

Working area 1,800 x 1,200 x 200 mm

Max. speed 11,000 mm/min

Power supply 400 V / 230 V

Axis resolution 0.02 mm

Repetition accuracy +/-0.005 mm

Data formats G code, HPGL, U00, mmg

easyWorker master series

Ball screws

Control station incl. PC, 
monitor, peripherals

2 -in-1 hybrid table

solid steel construction

stable bridge

Work table

Precision ball screws

high-precision  
linear guides

easyWorker machines
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MasterPro	2516

MasterPro	3020

MasterPro	2513
The machines of the EasyWorker MasterPro series operate 
with a robust and precise rack and pinion drive, enabling 
speeds of up to 19,000 mm/min. They are highly flexible, 
as changing between the different tooling systems (such 
as from the milling motor to the oscillating knife) is very 
quick thanks to a special changer system. So retooling 
times in operation are minimised. This model also has two 
synchronous-driven motors on the X axis. The advantage 
of this is that the bridge can handle heavier loads at higher 
speeds and with greater precision. This machine is highly 
adaptable to the specific requirements of the customer. 
The EasyWorker MasterPro can be easily combined with 
other machines to create an optimum workflow.

Our machines are fitted exclusively with high-quality 
vacuum systems. We can also adjust the layout of the 
vacuum table to the product requirements. Our applica-
tions centre is looking forward to help test your materials 
so that we can provide you with the optimum technique 
for your products. 

easyWorker masterPro series

The EasyWorker MasterPro 2516 is specially designed for 
Working ranges corresponding to the standard printing 
range of printing machines.

The EasyWorker MasterPro 3020 is a high-performance 
CNC milling machine ideal suited to the processing of alu-
minium, acrylics and wood boards in large formats.

The EasyWorker MasterPro 2513 is a multi-functional 
milling machine with the smallest dimensions in this 
series.

Technical data

Working area: 
EasyWorker MasterPro 2513
EasyWorker MasterPro 2516
EasyWorker MasterPro 3020

2,600 x 1,400 x 300 mm
2,600 x 1,700 x 300 mm
3,200 x 2,000 x 300 mm

Max. speed 19,000 mm/min

Power supply 400 V / 230 V

Axis resolution 0.02 mm

Repetition accuracy +/-0.005 mm

Data formats G code, HPGL, U00, mmg

For special applications, this model can be fitted with mill-
ing motors up to 12 kW, servo motors and the Automatic 
Tool Changer (ATC).

Control station

easyWorker machines
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stable, high bridge

robust stepper motors
diagonally geared
rack and pinion drive

Precision guides solid steel construction

Quick tooling system change

Control station incl. PC, monitor, peripherals

2 -in-1 hybrid table

easyWorker machines
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MasterPro2	2516

MasterPro2	3020

MasterPro2	2513
Two synchronous-driven high-resolution servo motors 
significantly boost the performance of the EasyWorker 
MasterPro2 milling machine series. Speeds of up to 
40,000 mm/min are possible. That also improves the cut 
quality. The quality of acrylic glass machining, for example, 
is similar to that of a laser – with no need for repolishing. 
The tried and proven steel frame reliably prevents vibra-
tion and torsion even at these high speeds. Like all elsign 
milling machines, key features of the MasterPro2 series are 
reliability in operation, short retooling times and auto-
mated workflows.

a wide range of modules are available, including:

› automatic tool Changer:
 The milling machine can change as many as 10 tools in 

one operation. That saves expensive retooling time!

› Z double head module: 
 As a changer unit for the milling spindle or installed as 

a fixed additional unit alongside the milling motor, up to 
three tools are available.

Powerful, well integrated servo machine for working in 
the standard print range, among other applications. Easily 
combinable with other machines to optimise machining 
processes  such as the production of printed acrylic com-
ponents in conjunction with a UV printer.

A genuine all-rounder delivering added performance in 
large-area machining of aluminium, PVC, wood, steel etc. 
Also performs high-quality precision work, such as  en-
graving and 3D processing.

Fast, reliable and highly precise – the ideal milling ma-
chine for smaller board sizes up to 1.40 m. Despite its 
compact size, its performance is just as good as the bigger 
machines in the series.

Technical data

Working area: 
EasyWorker MasterPro2 2513
EasyWorker MasterPro2 2516
EasyWorker MasterPro2 3020

2,600 x 1,400 x 300 mm
2,600 x 1,700 x 300 mm
3,200 x 2,000 x 300 mm

Max. speed 40,000 mm/min

Power supply 400 V / 230 V

Axis resolution 0.02 mm

Repetition accuracy +/-0.005 mm

Data formats G code, HPGL, U00, mmg

elsign control pad

easyWorker machines

easyWorker masterPro2 series
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diagonally geared
rack and pinion drive

Planetary gear and  
powerful servo motors

Precision guides solid steel construction

300 mm machining height

Control station incl. PC, monitor, peripherals

2 -in-1 hybrid table

stable, high bridge

Precision acrylic glass cutting with 
EasyWorker MasterPro2

easyWorker machines
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Expert	3220

The EasyWorker Expert line differs from the MasterPro line 
primarily as follows:

› The vacuum table is made of a high-quality aluminium 
sheet.

› The machine is driven by servo motors, helping it 
achieve a higher processing speed.

› High-quality linear guides, combined with the alu-
minium table top, deliver exceptionally high stability in 
terms of torsion resistance and vibration.

› Specially optimised control system featuring digital bus 
technology.

Technical data

Working area 3,200 x 2,000 x 300 mm

Max. speed 50,000 mm/min

Power supply 400 V / 230 V

Axis resolution 0.02 mm

Repetition accuracy +/-0.005 mm

Data formats G code, HPGL, U00, mmg

› The large, user-friendly work surface is ideally suited to 
larger standard board sizes and special sizes.

› Also ideal for the wood and metal working industries.

 easyWorker expert series

extra-wide  
precision guidesControl station incl. PC, 

monitor, peripherals

stable, high bridge

solid steel construction

2-in-1 aluminium  
hybrid table

diagonally geared rack 
and pinion drive

easyWorker machines

Planetary gear and  
powerful servo motors

300 mm  
machining height
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elsign offers an extensive range  
of tools and accessories for efficient  
CNC machining.
www.elsign-cnc.com/downloads

our in-stock range includes: 

› Solide carbide milling bit for wide-ranging applications
› Blades for oscillating and tangential knifes
› Creasing wheels
› Protective underlay
› Cooling liquid
› Collets
› Tool holder for ATC systems

Discover for yourself our fast service and high product  
quality!

aCCessories

› By e-mail to 
4you@elsign.de

› By phone to 
(+49) 40-416 26 670

› They can also be found on our website at 
www.elsign-cnc.com/downloads.

Request  
our accessories list now:

Accessories
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1

2

3

machine
1 dust extractor

Keeping the workplace clean: The dust extractor  
system is mounted on the milling motor and connected 
to an extractor unit. The pneumatically height-adjustable 
extractor hood removes material residues, swarf and dust. 

2 elsign Control Pad
The control pad enables you to manually control move-
ment at the push of a button. This provides a simple way 
of starting and stopping work operations, like the mist 
sprayer and the spindle, as well as enabling precise po-
sitioning.

3 vacuum system
Professional vacuum pumps featuring different levels of 
performance meeting specific work requirements. The 
vacuum system incorporates a monitoring system with 
individually controlled sectors and a vacuum table made 
of high-grade synthetic material.
New Series:  Reduce your energy consumption up to 
30% by choosing the new low-maintenance vacuum 
pump “ Go Green”  (compared to performance simular 
vacuum pumps)
 

enhanCing ProduCtivity

Key benefits
We ensure that our EasyWorker milling machines are de-
signed for practical ease of use right from the develop-
ment stage. Because the demands of day-to-day working 
quickly reveal whether workflows are efficient and the ma-
chine's configuration is able to cope with the many and 
varied stresses and strains of the production environment.

elsign offers a wide range of carefully selected practical 
options delivering:

› longer component and tool life;
› short retooling times; and 
› user-friendliness. 

We fit out our machines with add-on modules tailored 
precisely to customers' practical needs. This quickly turns 
a standard machine into a highly productive custom 
unit. Fast, efficient and reliable.

options and accessories
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5

10

64a 4b

87 9

4 mist sprayer eco/Pro
Guarantees longer milling bit life and better cutting qual-
ity. The mist sprayer moistens and cools the milling bit. 
The release of the cooling liquid is activated automatical-
ly via an electric valve. Eco and Pro variants are available. 
The Pro variant features an even finer spray mist based 
on separate spray and control air supply, with up to three 
nozzles.

5 tool length sensor
Automatically measures the length of the tool. This means 
it is no longer necessary to manually measure the zero 
point of the Z axis every time when starting work.

6 Pushbutton tool measuring
Optimum milling depth despite different tools? No prob-
lem with the automatic tool scanning system! The lengths 
of the required milling bits are automatically measured 
and saved at the push of a button. After each automatized 
change of a bit the CNC mill equalises the differences in 
length of the milling tools as necessary.

7 Popup Pins/alignment unit
Enable and facilitate a precise and fast alignment of the 
material (e.g. material sheets) which is being processed 
on the machine table. As the PopUp Pins can be moved 
pneumatically it is also possible to machine the edges.

8 rotary axis
The rotary axis enables three-dimensional cutting and 
engraving on circular surfaces. A fixing system is included.

9 laser pointer
The laser pointer is a positioning aid to help align the 
material being machined and set the material zero point 
for the X and Y coordinates.

10 automatic tool Changer (atC)
Enables automatic changing of up to 10 tools in a single 
operation.

options and accessories
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Seevetal

our ProduCtion
elektronik & sign gmbh
Röntgenstraße 18a / Halle 6
21493 Schwarzenbek, Germany
www.elsign-cnc.com

head offiCe
elektronik & sign gmbh
Hamburger Landstraße 34
21465 Wentorf / Hamburg, Germany
Tel. +49 - 40 416 26 670 
Fax +49 - 40 416 26 67 29
4you@elsign.de | www.elsign-cnc.com
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